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Abstract
How to identify the same commodity entity from the multi-source heterogeneous, autonomous, independent, diverse, and
inconsistent electronic commerce data is the main challenge for the present. By analyzing the data characteristics of different
platforms, an indexmodel based on commodity attribute/value is established firstly, and then we construct the global pattern of
attribute value of commodity. It comes into being a unifiedmodel, quality and efficiency of commodity information data. Then
based on the hierarchical probability model, the similarity of the identity of the goods is measured. We finished commodity
entity recognition. And the normalized output is tomeet the same set of commodities and sort.We construct experiments based
on the Hadoop platform for the 3 B2C e-commerce data sources. And the traditional methods and products are compared.
The experimental results demonstrate the feasibility, accuracy and efficiency of the framework.
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1 Introduction

With the continuous development of e-commerce,
e-commerce big data for the industry and academia has
brought valuable opportunities and challenges [1].
E-commerce in bringing convenience to people’s life and
work at the same time, more people is able to look forward
to in-depth discovery and excavation of more valuable infor-
mation and knowledge.

Automatic identification of all web pages that describe
the same commodity entity from a variety of electronic com-
merce data sources is the basis for data integration and data
analysis. But the multi-source heterogeneous e-commerce
data has a huge number of types of goods, different modes,
uneven data quality, and diverse website structure charac-
teristics of clutter. It lacks a unified model definition and
theoretical model. These have greatly influenced the analysis
and application of large data of electronic commerce. In this
paper, a hybrid framework is proposed based onMap-Reduce
architecture, which is based on data index, data integration,
entity recognition and data ordering. In the big data environ-
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ment the entity recognition is achieved by machine learning.
Output to meet the same data sets and related attributes, and
to sort. This research can be applied to the data fusion, data
search and personalized recommendation in the electronic
commerce environment.

2 Related works

The research on the identity of the commodity entity in the
big data is a typical branch of the data entity recognition. Alt-
waijry et al. [2] and Li et al. [3] took empirical knowledge to
solve the problem of the entity identity. They can effectively
solve the multi data tuple in the database, which describe the
same real world entity. But they are not suitable to solve the
same problem in multiple data sources. For the first time,
Fan et al. [4] proposed the entity identity description rule.
Through the problem of rule reasoning, the entity identity
description rule is no longer a loose collection, but can be
mutual inference and coordination. The ability to effectively
improve the identity of the entity is described. Deng et al. [5]
determined the identity of the entity by themethod of cluster-
ing. Nuray-Turan et al. [6] took machine learning methods to
determine the identity of entities withmultiple attribute simi-
larity measurements. These methods are not accurate enough
in the complexWeb environment. Douglas et al. [7] proposed
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a similaritymeasure to describe the identity of entities by tak-
ing the method of Markov chain. Ribeiro et al. [8] described
the similarity betweenXMLnodes by slidingwindows. They
realized the entity identity on XML data and obtained good
results. But it did not apply to the web big data environment
entity identity [9–12].

3 Definition and description of the problem

Definition 1 (Commodity entity) The commodity entity
refers to the abstract of the commodity data which has the
concrete characteristic in the electronic commerce big data.
And it indicated by symbol E .

Definition 2 (Commodity object) The object of goods refers
to the object represented by the data recorded in the elec-
tronic commerce data. Usually the object is described by a
page or a group of pages. Therefore, it is also known as the
object page. And it is indicated by symbol W . Commodity
object is the only specific data exists. For any one of the e-
commerce data sources Si , the data source contains a large
number of commodity web pages, and these pages describe
the same product information in different categories and dif-
ferent forms of expression. For any product page Wj , the
structure information and content information are contained
in the product page. Through the structure analysis, informa-
tion extraction and semantic mining, the object data model
is obtained as follows.

Wj = (C, E, B)

Here, theC represents the columns and structural information
of the commodities. It is the site, columns, pages and pages of
sub-columns abstract. The site is described as a 5-layer non-
empty tree. Website data source is the root node, columns
and all levels of sub columns are intermediate nodes, web
pages are leaf nodes. Page W column structure information
can be expressed as C = {c1, c2, c3, c4, c5}. The C1 is the
root node, and the C5 is the minimum node. E-commerce
data source Si all pages of the site C forms Si column space

The E represents the commodity entity described by the
commodity object. The B represents a collection of feature
attributes data items that are included in this page.

Definition 3 (Tree model based on attribute/value) In order
to unify represent all e-commerce data, we propose a model
based on the key data and e-commerce features for a combi-
nation of tree structure representation. The main idea is that
all data will be obtained after the initial processing into hier-
archical key data element. The model includes unit and data
unit related key data type. An object data is composed of a
number of metadata with a hierarchical relationship, each of
which is encapsulated as a four tuple.

Node = 〈Ei , Pi , key, value〉

Here, the Ei is the entity described in the metadata. The Pi
identifies the parent object for the metadata. The key attribute
describes the nameof the object. The value attribute describes
the variable length data. The model indicates that the model
itself does not analyze the data content, and does not rec-
ognize any data structure. This enables it to handle all data
types. The Web data format and data type of any electronic
commerce can be converted into the model, so it has high
scalability.

4 Index of commodity entities in large data

To reduce the complexity ofNP-hard problem for commodity
betweenmultiple data sources pairwise comparisons, wewill
construct the inverted index table for the attribute value of
each attribute in this paper. Then we can I effectively check
the goods of the same entity [13–15].

We set up inverted index set R. Each inverted index record
can be expressed as Ri = {A, V , Z}. Here, the A represents
the name of the property. The V indicates its value. The Z
represents a collection of any subtree for commodities con-
taining key = A and value = V . That is Z = {Wi1 ,Wi2 , . . .}.
To traverse each data source for each commodity page, we
extract the product page of each feature item key on theNode
and configure into a hierarchical tree. If the node (key, value)
is in the R, the product page is added in the Z of the record.
Otherwise, we add a record in the R, that is {key, value,
{Wi}}. Finally we form the property/value of all the data
sources for the inverted index table collection R.

In the actual e-commerce platform, there aremany expres-
sions that are different but are equivalent to each other.
Therefore the normalization of attributes/values is a combi-
nation of the properties and values that are equivalent to each
other. Thus it is advantageous to carry on the comparison of
data items and entity recognition more accurately.

According to the record of all properties/values in the
inverted index set R, we establish global schema diagram
G = 〈M , N , H〉. Here, the M represents a set of points that
are combined by all attributes. The N represents a point set
consisting of all values. The H is a set of weighted edges
for the point set of connection properties and values. For
any property A ∈ M and values V ∈ N , the number of
commodities Z for feature items 〈A, V 〉 in R is k. Then
there is a weight of k in the 〈A,V 〉, the weight of it is
ω〈A, V 〉.
Definition 4 (Equal value set) All the elements in a set of
values are equivalent to each other. These values describe
the same or similar meaning. Such as the value of the col-
lection is a combination of the value of mutual. Generally
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we take the cumulative weight of the largest elements as a
representative of the node. The set of values is expressed as
V̄ = {V1, V2, . . .}. The values expressed by each of these ele-
ments are equivalent to each other. Due to the complexity of
e-commerce platform and other value sets can be extended to
all the elements of similarity is greater than a given threshold
μ. That is, for a collection of equal value V̄ = {V1, V2, . . .},
∀Vi ∈ V̄ ,∀Vj ∈ V̄ :

Simvalue(Vi , Vj ) ≥ μ1

The essence of the construction of the value set is to set up
the clustering algorithm based on the semantic similarity of
value text. The similarity of Vi and Vj is as follows.

Simvalue(Vi , Vj ) = Li + L j

2Li L j
× (δ × (1 − λ × (1 − S0))

+
∑

i∈X ,i∈Y
γi j × (1 − λ × (1 − S1)))

Here, Li and L j denote the value of the concept of two
numbers. The λ represents the importance of word orders
similarity to semantic similarity. Its value is generally below
0.5. The X andY respectively represent twovalues of similar-
ity concept sequence. The γ is called as the concept similarity
of similar concepts.

The map phase will have the same value of the mode
for the merger [16–18]. And the index of value is set up
as key. In the reduce stage, we compare the values of the
input Vj1 with other value set. If the value which is set to a
value V ’ of each element satisfies Simvalue(Vj , V ′

k) > μ1,
The Vj1 is added to the value set V ’. And all the attributes
and relationships associated with Vj1 are updated. A new
relationship (〈A j ′1, V

′, H ′
j ′1
〉, 〈A j ′2 , V

′, H ′
j ′2
〉, . . .) is formed.

If the value of the input Vj1, it cannot find a suitable set
of values, the value is used as a set of equal value sepa-
rately. The equivalent combination of all values is finally
realized [19,20].

Definition 5 (Equivalent set of attributes) All the elements
in the set of equivalent attributes describe the same properties
of commodities. And they are equivalent to each other. That
is in the equivalent set of attributes Ā = {A1, A2, . . .}, ∀Ai ∈
Ā,∀A j ∈ Ā:

Simattr (Ai , A j ) > μ2

When combined equivalent of attributes, it not only mea-
sure the semantic similarity attribute names, attribute values
also analyzed two cases of orthogonal range. Therefore, the
semantic identity between attribute nodes is defined as fol-
lows.

Simattr (Ai , A j ) = 1

2
× Simstr (Ai , A j )

+ 1

2
× Simrange(Ai , A j )

Here, the Simstr represents the similarity of text. The
Simrange indicates the degree of fitting in the range of val-

ues, that is Simrange(Ai , A j ) = Q(Ai )∩Q(A j )

Q(Ai )∪Q(A j )
. Here, the Q

represents a range of the property.

In the map stage, we will have the same value relationship
mode to merge and establish a property bond index. In the
reduce stage, the input of the attribute A j1 and each of the set
for equivalence properties are compared. If the property is a
set A′

k of each attribute element satisfiesSimattr (A j1, A
′
k
) >

μ2, the A j1 property will be added to the equivalence
setA′

k
and updates all data points associated with the A j1

edges and relationships. Then we form a new relationship
(〈A′

j ′1
, V ′, H ′,

j ′1
〉, 〈A′

j ′2
, V ′, H ′,

j ′2
〉, . . .). If the input attribute

A j1 cannot find the appropriate set of equivalent properties,
the property is solely as an equivalent set of attributes. The
equivalent combination of all attributes is finally realized.

5 Entity identity recognition based on
hierarchical probability model

The aim of electronic commerce commodity entity identi-
ties is to find the same product description of each com-
modity pages. In practical applications, it is difficult to
describe exactly the same two pages. Therefore, the con-
dition of the same entity is equivalent to two commodities:
Sim(W .B,Wi , B) > σ . Here, the Sim is a function of cal-
culating the similarity of two commodities.

The core of the product information is a collection of data
items which are composed of multiple attributes/values. By
comparing the data item sets of two commodity pages, their
similarity and identity are measured. Taking into account the
existence of some special attributes of goods, the impact of
different attributes on the entity identification is different.
Therefore, the attribute is classified and the weight is set.
Attributes of theW .B goods can be extended to each feature
of key nodes.

Nodei = 〈Ei , Pi , key, value, T , P, w〉

Here, theNodei represents the i-th node of commodities. We
number for traversal methods by first order traversal. The T
represents the data item type. It includes general data items
and special data items. The Pindicates the credibility of the
value of thei data item. The ω represents the weight of the
attributes of the firsti data item in entity recognition. The
weight of the range is [0, 1].
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Due to the large amount of data, the comparative efficiency
is low for each commodity to traverse. Therefore, this article
establishes a three-tier hierarchy probability tree. The leaves
at each level of the leaves are expressed as a candidate set
of product to satisfy the probability decision. The right node
of each layer represents the final node that does not satisfy
the condition. This greatly reduces the number of decision;
improve the efficiency of the algorithm. For a given com-
modity Wa , we find out the three levels of each layer of the
same product entity page:

(1) Level 1 Identifying possible candidates for the same
entity. Commodity Wa includes a total of k common
data items. This paper will meet with the k general data
items in the presence of more than ϕk of the same data
item as the candidate set of commodity goods. Here, the
ϕ is a candidate threshold,ϕ ∈ (0, 1).

(2) Level 2 Candidate product group similarity screening.

There may be four kinds of data item sets for commodity
Wi and candidate commodity Wa .

1© There is data satisfies completely equal conditions,
that is.

Wi .B.Node1.A = Wa .B.Node1.A,

Wi .B.Node1.A = Wa .B.Node1.V .

2© Candidate attribute is not present in the commodity
trade in Wa , that is.

Wi .B.Node2.A /∈ Wa .B.Node.A.

3© Commodities Wa attribute is not present in the candi-
date commodities, that is.

Wa .B.Node3.A /∈ Wi .B.Node.A.

Meeting in the case of items 2 and 3 is called missing
items.
4© The candidate has the same properties as the Wa , but
the value is not the same:

Wi .B.Node4.A = Wa .B.Node4.A,

Wi .B.Node4.V /∈ Wa .B.Node4.V .

Meeting in the data item 4 is called contradictory items.

As a result, the data item similarity between commodity Wa

and commodity Wi can be measured as.

Simitem(Wa, B,Wi , B)

=
{ ∑

i∈A1

Nodei · ω

−
∑

i∈A4

Nodei · ω

}/{ ∑

i∈A1

Nodei · ω+
∑

i∈A2

Nodei · ω

+
∑

i∈A3

Nodei · ω +
∑

i∈A4

Nodei · ω

}

Here,A1,A2,A3,A4 were expressed as the attribute set in 1©–
4©. The Nodei ·ω is theweight of the corresponding attribute.
The−∑

i∈A4
Nodei · ω is expressed as the apparent contra-

diction of the data and the similarity of the punishment value.
Finally, the candidate that does not meet the commodities

Simitem(Wa, B,Wi , B) ≥ τ is out of the commodity set.

(3) Level 3 Setting similarity filter items based on specific
candidates for commodities.

In addition to the general property of the commodity, there
are some pictures, such as title, price, details, user comments
and other special items. The title and the price is the most
representative.

1© Title is the most direct reflection of the attributes of the
content of commodities, but also is the most direct reflection
of the difference between the different attributes of goods,
and it should have the greatest weight. Because of different
business habits and a lot of businesses in the title, they add
some of the products which are not unrelated to the hot key
words. The similarity of the title of the same product may
be low. It is also possible that the title similarity of different
commodities is very high, which seriously affects the results
of the experiment. To overcome this problem, we use the
word entity titles tool to extract key terms. We give the title
keyword vector K = (k1, k2, . . . , kn). Then, the correlation
measure is carried out for each of the key words and the
entire data item set of the commodity. We get the key words
and the degree of the commodities. After standardization,
it is used as the weight of the title key words. Then, we
can get the weight vector ωk = (ωk1 , ωk2 , . . . , ωkn ). Here∑n

i=1 ωki = 1. Finally, we calculate the similarity of the two
titles.

For commodities Wa and Wb, the key words of the title
are ka = (ka1, ka2 , . . . , kan ), kb = (kb1, kb2 , . . . , kbm ).
The weight vectors are ωka = (ωka1 , ωka2 , . . . , ωkan ) and

ωkb = (ωkb1 , ωkb2 , . . . , ωkbn ). The key words of the two

commodities are combined into kab = ka ∪ kb = (ka′
1
, ka′

2
,

. . . ka′
n
, kb′

1
, . . . , kb′

m
). Here, the title of the commodity Wa

is the vector (ka′
1
, ka′

2
, . . . ka′

n
). The (kb′

1
, kb′

2
, . . . , kb′

m
) is a

vector containing the key words in theWb, but not in theWa .

That is kb − ka .
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So the weight vector of commodity Wa and Wb can be
extended to an + bm, dimensional vector. If the element is
not in its original vector, the weight is 0. So the similarity of
the title of the two commodities can be expressed as follows.

Simtitle(Wa,Wb)

= ωka · ωkb
||ωka ||2 + ||ωkb||2 − ωka · ωkb

We give a filter not meeting Simtitle(Wa,Wb) ≥ ξ . Here, the
ξ represents the threshold value of the title for the commodity.

2© Price is an important characteristic of different com-
modities, especially for commodity and subsidiary of the
same name merchandise such high similarity but do com-
pletely different product. The distance between the two
commodity prices is defined as follows.

Sim price(Wa,Wb)

=
√

1 − |Wa · price − Wb · price|
max(Wa · price,Wb · price)

We give a filtration of commodities which not satisfied with
Sim price(Wa,Wb) ≥ ρ. Here, the ρ represents the threshold
value of the same price of commodities.

We measure the reliability of two product pages Wa and
Wb, belong to the same product.

Sim(Wa .B,Wb.B) = {
Simitem(Wa .B,Wb.B)

+ Simtitle(Wa,Wb)

+ Sim price(Wa,Wb)
}/

3

In the map phase, the results of the query for all data items
to attribute/value are decomposed. In the reduce stage, for
each data item Wa , we lookup product group Z which has
the same data item in the inverted index table. We find
out the kdata items in the Wa commodity for collection
Z1, Z2, . . ., Zk in the emergence of more than φk times
the commodities. We calculate the similarity of the data
items of each item in Z ’ and Wa . The commodities Wi not
meeting Simitem(Wa .B,Wi .B) ≥ τ are out of the candi-
date set Z ’. We calculate the similarity of the title items of
each item in Z ’ and Wa . The commodity Wb not meeting
Simtitle(Wa,Wb) ≥ ξ is out of the candidate set Z ’. We
calculate the price range of Wa and each commodity in Z ’.
The commodity Wb not meeting Sim price(Wa,Wb) ≥ ρ is
out of the candidate set Z ’. The Z ’ in the final product is the
page that describes the same commodity entity as the Wb,
and it is as the final output. And we calculate the productWi

and Wa similarity Sim(Wa .B,Wi .B) as the output of value.
This value is used to measure the identity of the two items.
The output is sorted according to the value.

6 Experiments

In order to effectively test the accuracy and efficiency of
the proposed method for large-scale e-commerce data par-
allel computing, a detailed experiment is carried out in this
paper. Experimental data sets from threeChinesemainstream
integrated B2C e-commerce platform for real-time data col-
lection.

6.1 Data set

The entire commodity information collection includes 10
categories 38 sub-categories of goods 938,781. The num-
ber of different types of commodities in different platforms
is shown in Fig. 1.

6.2 The evaluation criterion

In order to judge the effectiveness of the algorithm and the
experiment, we test the accuracy and efficiency of the algo-
rithm from two aspects.

(1) Accuracy

In this paper, the average accuracy rate of P , the average
recall rate of R, and the average comprehensive evalua-
tion index F1 are used as the criteria for the accuracy
of the recognition results. Let the candidate product set is
Z = {W1,W2, . . . ,Wn}. The k commodity which is identi-
fied as the same commodity is W ′

k = {W ′
k1

,W ′
k2

, . . . ,W ′
km

}.
Here, the km indicates the number of the same commodities
identified by the k commodity. According to the actual data
analysis, we can get there are km1 goods identification errors.
The true identity of the same number of goods is km2. The
average accuracy of the algorithm is as follows.

P =
n∑

k=1

km − km1

km
/n

Average recall rate of the whole algorithm is as follows.

R =
n∑

k=1

km − km1

km2
/n

Average comprehensive evaluation index of the whole algo-
rithm is as follows.

F1 = 2 × P × R

P + R

(2) Efficiency The running time per 100 thousand data (RT)
and the computation time increment speed (IS) is took
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Fig. 1 The distribution for the number of various classes (Color figure online)

to measure the efficiency of the algorithm. The RT is got
as follows.

RT = 100,000 × T1 + T2 + T3 + T4
Datasi ze

6.3 Experimental result analysis

The experiment of this paper is to identify and cluster all
the goods in the whole data set. In order to validate the
method and experiment of this paper, the other three groups
of experiments are constructed. The first groups of experi-
ments with the same hardware environment are taken by the
traditional multi-threaded concurrent. The software environ-
ment is calculated by using Java and Oracle. The Second
groups of experiments are taken by shopping search results
comparison. The third groups of experiments are taken by the
shopping assistant to compare the results. Figure 2 shows the
time consuming of this experiment and first groups of exper-
iments in each phase of the algorithm.

The data in Fig. 2 shows that the efficiency of the Map-
Reduce based identification algorithm is better than that of
the traditional method in each stage.

Also, Fig. 3 shows that theMap-Reduce algorithm used in
this paper is superior to the traditional methods in all aspects
of the operational efficiency.

The experimental method is to set up a random group of
goods page, in the above two platforms to obtain the same
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Fig. 2 The time consuming (Color figure online)

goods, and then to verify the results. The experimental results
are shown in Fig. 4.

Experimental results show that the proposed method is
superior to the shopping search in terms of accuracy, recall
rate and comprehensive evaluation index, and the recall rate
is slightly lower than the shopping assistant. But the accuracy
and comprehensive evaluation index is much higher than the
shopping assistant. After analysis, this is because the shop-
ping assistant acquired entities of the same commodity list,
there are many similar but not identical goods, so the recall
rate can be improved but the accuracy decreases rapidly.

It can be drawn from the experiment, the algorithm as
well as in the map reduce environment experiments, with
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high accuracy and efficiency, and the algorithm efficiency
and the data set has little effect on the size of, even in larger
data sets and more complex data environment algorithm in
this paper have good applicability.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, an index model based on commodity attribute/
value is established firstly by analyzing the data charac-
teristics of different platforms, and then we construct the
global pattern of attribute value of commodity. Experiments
are constructed based on the Hadoop platform for the 3
B2C e-commerce data sources. And the traditional meth-
ods and products are compared. The experimental results
demonstrate the feasibility, accuracy and efficiency of the
framework.
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